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Abstract For current high performance computing systems, exploiting concurrency
is a serious and important challenge. Recently, several dynamic software task manage-
ment mechanisms have been proposed. In particular, task-based dataflow programming
models which benefit from dataflow principles to improve task-level parallelism and
overcome the limitations of static task management systems. However, these pro-
gramming models rely on software-based dependency analysis, which are performed
inherently slowly; and this limits their scalability specially when there is fine-grained
task granularity and a large amount of tasks. Moreover, task scheduling in software
introduces overheads, and so becomes increasingly inefficient with the number of
cores. In contrast, a hardware scheduling solution, like Task SuperScalar (TSS), can
achieve greater values of speed-up because a hardware task scheduler requires fewer
cycles than the software version to dispatch a task. TSS combines the effectiveness of
Out-of-Order processors together with the task abstraction. It has been implemented
in software with limited parallelism and high memory consumption due to the nature
of the software implementation. Hardware Task Superscalar (HTSS) is proposed to
solve these drawbacks. HTSS is designed to be integrated in a future high performance
computer with the ability to exploit fine-grained task parallelism. In this article, a deep
latency and design space exploration of HTSS is described. For design space explo-
ration, we have designed a full cycle-accurate simulator of HTSS, called SimTSS. The
simulator has been tuned based on latency exploration of HTSS components resulted
from VHDL description of each component. As the result of this exploration, we have
found the number of components and memory capacity of HTSS for HPC systems.
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1 Introduction

Motivated by challenges of increasing frequency of the traditional microprocessors
based on a single processing unit (i.e., physical limit of transistor size, power consump-
tion, and heat dissipation [15,16]), around 2003 the architectures have been shifted to
microprocessors with multiple processing elements known as cores. Nowadays, there
are two kinds of architectures: multi-core and many-core architectures. Multi-core
architectures integrate few cores into a single microprocessor, preserving the execu-
tion speed of sequential programs. Many-core architectures use a large number of
cores oriented to execution throughput of parallel programs.

Regardless of the chosen model, exploiting concurrency consists of breaking a
problem into discrete parts (that can be called tasks when they are composed of sev-
eral instructions), and managing and coordinating them to ensure correct execution,
simultaneously or interleaved in one or more processing units. Although the simple
definition, exploiting concurrency is a difficult and important challenge for current
high-performance systems. Recently, there has been a growing interest in develop-
ing runtime task scheduling techniques due to their flexibility and high- performance
capability. Different dynamic software task management systems, such as task-based
dataflow programming models [3,4,13,28,29], benefit from dataflow principles to
improve task-level parallelism and overcome the limitations of static task manage-
ment systems. These models implicitly perform computation scheduling and data
dependency analysis, thereby the programmer does not need to explicitly manage par-
allelism. In addition, these models use tasks instead of instructions as a basic work
unit.

OmpSs is a general-purpose dataflow task-based programming model that simpli-
fies parallel programmers’ life. It benefits from dynamic data dependency analysis,
dataflow scheduling, and out-of-order executing. OmpSs has been implemented in
software through Mercurium compiler and Nanos++ runtime system. Although the
software implementation is optimized, it introduces some more overhead in task exe-
cution. This limits the efficiency for small tasks which are generated close to each
other [34]. This is a considerable problem that increases with the number of available
cores. In contrast, a tiled hardware task scheduler would be more efficient for small
tasks and would provide larger task throughput.

TSS [9,10] is a hybrid dataflow/von-Neumann architecture [35] that supports
OmpSs programming model as a hardware task scheduler. This architecture takes
benefits of the effectiveness of Out-of-Order processors applied to the task- level par-
allelism of the program. It implements in hardware the task dependency management
and task scheduling functionalities of Nanos++ runtime system, thus results in reduc-
ing the per-task overhead; allowing the efficient exploitation of parallelism at a finer
granularity. In this sense, the TSS processor combines dataflow execution of tasks
with control flow execution within the tasks. The idea behind this behavior is that TSS
uncovers task-level parallelism among tasks generated by a sequential thread similar
to ILP pipelines uncover parallelism in a sequential instruction stream.
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The initial design of the TSS architecture had only been simulated in software with
limited parallelism and high memory consumption due to the nature of the software
implementation. Although that approach demonstrated the validity of the idea, a real
working proof of concept was beyond the initial study.

This work wants to achieve a realistic Hardware Task Superscalar (HTSS) design,
and provides the prerequisites of the real implementation with all details that arise
in real-world applications. For this, TSS architecture has been re-designed to be
synthesizable in hardware. For the final version of HTSS, we have applied several
improvements to our previous HTSS proposals [37,37]. Evaluation of one version of
hardware implementation of Task Superscalar (called Picos), and also comparison of
Picos with Nanos++ runtime system has been presented in [34]. The main components
of HTSS are more or less the same as Picos, but there are considerable differences
between these two architectures.

The contributions of this article are (1) creating a simulator based on the hardware
implementation of TSS; (2) configuring the simulator with the latency cycles obtained
from simulating of VHDL description of HTSS components; and (3) performing a
rapid design space exploration of HTSS using real benchmark applications. The main
goal of this article is performing design space exploration of HTSS design in order to
determine the number of components and capacity of their embedded memory for our
next plan which is to synthesis the whole HTSS described in VHDL, and implement
and map it on an FPGA.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the opera-
tional flow of our final proposal for HTSS architecture and also the latency exploration
of HTSS design as well as the challenges of hardware prototyping. Section 3 describes
our proposed cycle-accurate simulator called SimTSS which is designed for hardware
design space exploration of HTSS. In Sect. 4, the methodology, experimental frame-
work and the benchmark applications are explained. Section 5 presents the design
space exploration of HTSS. The obtained results are presented in Sect. 6 for different
HTSS configurations to determine the best HTSS configuration with the minimum
number of components and the minimum memory capacity that provides maximum
performance. The related work is presented in Sect. 7. Finally, this article concludes
in Sect. 8, by presenting some insights on the results.

2 HTSS overview

For designing the final HTSS, the operational flow of the original TSS architecture
was modified in order to fit the hardware constrains and also to solve some stalls and
simplify some time-consuming operations. More improvements were also applied to
the base HTSS design in order to reduce packet communications and packet processing
cycles. Additionally, the hardware design was improved by reducing the latency of
entering a new task into the pipeline system.

Figure 1 shows the components of TSS and also their equivalents in HTSS. As
the figure illustrates, TSS includes one GW (gateway), several TRSs (Task Reserva-
tion Stations), several OVTs (Object Versioning Tables), and several ORTs (Object
Renaming Tables), and several arbiters and FIFOS, and also one TS (Task Scheduler).
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Fig. 1 TSS components and their equivalents in HTSS

HTSS includes one iGW (improved GW), several iTRSs (improved TRS), several
eORTs (extended ORTs), several FIFOs, and arbiters and one TS.

iGW is responsible for controlling the flow of tasks into the pipeline and distributing
tasks to the different iTRS modules, sending parameters to their assigned eORT mod-
ules, and stalling the task generator thread whenever the pipeline fills. iTRSs store
the in-flight task information and track the readiness of task operands. Inter-iTRSs
communication is used to register consumers with producers, and notify consumers
when data is ready. In-flight tasks include (1) the tasks waiting for their parameters
to be ready; (2) ready tasks waiting to be sent for execution; (3) the tasks are being
executed; and finally, (4) the tasks which are finished but still not retired. In HTSS,
the functionality of OVT and ORT modules of TSS are merged into a new module
referred to as eORT. eORTs map parameters that access the same memory object, and
thereby detect task dependencies. Storing information of producer or consumer(s) of
tasks parameters allows the system to maintain the dependence chain with realistic
memory sizes. To keep this chain, eORTs track live operand versions, which are cre-
ated whenever a new data producer is decoded. Effectively, eORT manages data anti-
and output-dependencies by chaining different output operands and unblocking them
in order by sending a ready message when the previous version is released.

Memory components are the most important components of HTSS. Similar to TSS,
in HTSS, there are three kinds of memory modules: task memory (TM), dependence
memory (DM), and version memory (VM). The interconnection network is also an
important component since it can easily limit the scalability of the design. To overcome
the potential limitation problem, the network includes arbiters and FIFOs that decouple
the processing of every component in the system. This kind of network configuration
allows the system to scale easily while preventing the stalls that may happen during
processing a sequence of tasks and their parameters.
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Fig. 2 Operational flow of HTSS, when a task arrives to the pipeline (left), when a task finishes (right)

Another important implementation consideration is minimizing the cycles required
for processing the system packets in order to increase the overall system throughput.
The main functionality of each component is performed by a finite state machine
(FSM). The FSMs are designed to have a minimum number of states; each state takes
only one cycle to be completed. For accessing the memories, one state initializes the
control signals of the memory and the following state performs the memory accessing.

Figure 2 illustrates the HTSS components and the order of packet passing between
the components for processing an arriving task and also for a finished task. When a new
task arrives to the pipeline, iGW sends it to the selected place of one of iTRSs and sends
its parameters to eORT to be analyzed for data dependency. iTRS allocates a space for
the task and if it has more space for next tasks, it sends a new address to iGW. When
eORT gets a parameter, it updates its entry and creates a new version; or updates an
existing version; or does both depending on the direction of the parameter and whether
the parameter appears for the first time or not. After that, eORT sends the parameter
with the address of the version to iTRS. By this information, the producer/consumer
chain for each parameter is formed. When all of input parameters of a task become
available, the task is ready to be executed, so it is sent to TS.

When a task is finished, the responsible iTRS starts to release the task and its
parameters from TM. For each parameter, it notifies eORT. eORT updates the entries
and counters of the version. If there is no user for the version, the version will be
deleted. Meanwhile, for each of the output parameter the OVT sends a ready message
to the last consumer of the parameter. The consumer TRS while updating its entry,
passes the ready message to the next consumer and the next consumer passes to the
next one until the first consumer gets the ready message.

Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively, describe the operational flow of HTSS when a
new task arrives and when a task is finished. As the algorithms show, HTSS operational
flow is similar to what we have described in our previous works [36,37] with some
improvements applied to the procedure of communication between iTRSs and iGW.
The improvements cause a task and its parameters are issue faster to the pipeline.
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iGW gets meta-data of a task and its parameters;
iGW selects a free iTRS based on round robin algorithm and free slot availability;
iGW sends the task with a slot address to the allocated iTRS;
iGW starts to send the parameters of the task;
if #parameters = 0 then

iTRS sends the task to execute;
else

for each of the parameters do
if parameter is an scalar then

iGW directly sends the parameter to iTRS;
iTRS saves it in the TM;

else
iGW sends each non-scalar parameter to eORT for data dependency analysis;
eORT saves the parameter in the DM;
if parameter is an input then

if first time then
eORT creates a version for the parameters in the VM;

else
eORT updates the current version of the parameter in the VM;

end
else

eORT creates a version for the parameter in the VM;
if NOT first time then

eORT updates the previous version of the parameter in the VM;
end

end
eORT sends the parameter to iTRS;
iTRS saves it in the TM;

end
end
if all the parameters are ready then

iTRS sends the task to execute;
end

end
Algorithm 1: HTSS algorithm for processing a new task

Based on these algorithms, we have described each component of HTSS with VHDL
in order to perform a detailed latency analysis of each component for processing
different kinds of packets. To verify the functionality of each module and to obtain the
latencies, the hardware design has been simulated using ModelSim 6.6d of Altera using
several bit traces. Those traces represent input packets that test the main and corner
working conditions of the system. The correctness of the output packets generated by
the modules and also the modifications to their related memories have been tested.
Then, we use these latencies to tune the cycle-accurate simulator for design space
exploration of HTSS in a real implementation (Fig. 3).

Table 1 presents the latency (in cycles) required by each FSM to process the received
packets as well as description of the packets and the responsible unit (i.e., the unit that
process the packet). Each module has been tested with all possible different types
of input packets. Processing of each packet, depending on the type of packet, may
have accesses to memories and/or produce another packet. Therefore, processing of a
packet may have different latency from others depending on the carried information
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iTRS releases all parameters and then the task from its memory;
iTRS notifies a DropDepen packet to eORT for each parameter;
if parameter is output then

eORT notifies readiness of the parameter to iTRS which is the top element of the consumer stack;
Last consumer of the processed version will notify next producer (next version);

end
if #users of the version = 0 then

if the version is the last one then
if all other version deleted then

eORT deletes the last version and eORT entry;
end

else
eORT deletes the version;
if all other version deleted then

eORT deletes the last version and eORT entry;
end

end
end
iTRS sends a message to iGW to inform it the freed slot address;

Algorithm 2: HTSS algorithm for processing a finished task

and the internal state of the system. In addition to the latencies shown in Table 1, each
module uses four extra cycles in order to check the input packets, select the one with
the highest priority and initialize its FSM.

3 Cycle-accurate simulator of HTSS

For design space exploration of HTSS, we have designed a cycle- accurate simu-
lator, called SimTSS, based on the functionality of each HTSS components. Figure
3 illustrates the high-level structure of SimTSS which is a tiled pipelined architec-
ture consisting of one iGW, n iTRSs, n eORTs, one TS, and a network configuration
including several arbiters and several FIFOs. SimTSS is a configurable architecture
that accepts several parameters to simulate a specific HTSS design. These parameters
include the number of iTRSs, the number of eORTs, the number of entries in every
memory, and some configuration parameters of DM that has a set-associative structure.

Similar to HTSS, components of SimTSS communicate to each other using packets
for message passing communication. Each component uses at least one FSM for
processing input packets and producing output packets, as well as accessing to the
memory units. The components of SimTSS are interconnected by several FIFOs and
arbiters that are scaled in accordance with the rest of the modules. Note that the network
configuration decouples the work in the modules reducing stalls in the system.

The amount of parallelism that the HTSS pipeline can uncover depends on the
capacity of the memories used for storing task information, their parameters, and the
versions of these parameters. On the other hand, the performance of the HTSS archi-
tecture depends on both the capacity of the memories and the number of components.

The TM is embedded into iTRS module while both DM and VM are placed in
eORT module. As it was mentioned, iTRSs keep the information of all alive tasks
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Fig. 3 High level description of SimTSS

(in-flight tasks) in the pipeline. However, it should be emphasized that TMs size does
not exclusively determine the effective number of in-flight tasks, as this number might
be limited by the number of entries of VM and DM. eORTs maintain an entry for each
parameter used by in-flight tasks in the DM, and the corresponding version(s) of that
objects in the VM. As such, the number of entries they can store affects the number
of in-flight tasks.

Table 2 lists the input parameters of SimTSS. In the simulator, it is possible to select
any number of iTRSs and eORTs, as well as any number of entries for the different
types of memories (i.e., TM entries, DM entries, and VM entries). In addition, since
the DM has been designed as a set-associative memory, it has two more parameters
to be determined: the number of ways and the access mode. Access mode determines
whether DM uses the bit-based mapping (standard) hash function or an improved
hash function for distributing parameters in DM. As it will be shown later on, the hash
system is a critical point in the system as it significantly reduces system stalls caused
by several parameters with the same index trying to be placed in the same DM set
(DM memory conflicts).

The configurable simulator allows to deeply evaluate the number of components
and memory entries of HTSS suitable for different systems. Therefore, it can be found
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Table 1 Latencies of processing the packets

Packet Description Processing latency Responsible
unit

ContIssue Notifies the GW that an space
in the iTRS memory is
available.

2 cycles iGW

DataReady Notifies another task(s) that a
parameter is ready.

2 cycles iTRS

DepeneORT Includes a non-scalar
parameter for data
dependency analysis.

−2 cycles if the (input or output)
dependence appears for the first time

eORT

−3 cycles if the dependence is input and
does not appear for the first time

−4 cycles if the dependence is output
and does not appear for the first time

DropDepen Is sent for informing the
releasing of the parameter.

2 cycles eORT

DropVersion Is for getting the permission
of releasing a version.

−2 cycles for deleting the last version eORT

−3 cycles for deleting the last version
and the previous one

Execute Includes the meta-data of a
ready task for executing.

1 cycle (for loading meta-data of a task)
+2 cycles for loading every
dependence fromTM +1 cycle for
sending the task to the TS

iTRS

Finish Notifies TRSs that execution
of the task has been finished

3 cycles +2 additional cycles for loading
every dependence from TM

iTRS

Issue Includes meta-data of a task. −4 cycles for tasks without any
dependence

iTRS

−3 cycles for tasks with at least one
dependence +2 additional cycles for
every dependence

that an HTSS configuration with the minimum number of components and memory
entries provides maximum performance for a given amount of processing resources.

Figure 4 shows the workflow of SimTSS usage. Based on that, SimTSS gets an input
configuration file which initializes its parameters (i.e., number of workers, number
of iTRSs, number of eORTs, and number of memory entries and parameters), and
selects an input trace. The input trace includes data and meta-data of tasks including
task identifiers, execution cycles, and number of parameters, direction of parameters,
and issue time of each task that are obtained by instrumentation source code of the
applications. When the execution of a trace is completed, SimTSS reports finished
time of each task, total number of required cycles, and some statistics that have been
used in the design process.

For generating the traces, the cycle counters of the target processor have been used in
order to find out the cycles required for executing each task, the cycle in which the task
was issued, and the total number of cycles for completing all tasks of an application. In
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Fig. 4 Workflow of SimTSS usage

Table 2 Parameters of SimTSS
SimTSS Parameters Description

# iTRSs Number of iTRSs that can be any number
between 1 to n

# eORTs Number of eORTs that can be any number,
power of two, between 1 to n

TM entries Number of in-flight tasks per iTRS

VM entries Number of versions that the system can keep
per eORT

DM entries Number of dependencies that the system can
keep per eORT

# Ways Number of ways in each set of the DM
(Associativity of DM)

DM access mode Selecting standard hash or the improved
SimTSS hash

# Workers Number of available workers

fact, the total number of cycles of executing tasks is equal to the sequential execution
of the application. It is noticeable that the number of cycles used for instrumenting
instructions is not accounted in the total number of cycles.

4 Methodology and experimental frameworks for design space
exploration

4.1 Methodology

By modifying the parameters of SimTSS, different HTSS configurations have been
examined to find the best configuration for HTSS that provides the highest perfor-
mance for a given number of processors (workers) with employing minimum hardware
resources. Moreover, the number of iTRSs and eORTs has been explored for each
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benchmark considering different number of workers. The distributed design of the
pipeline facilitates speeding up the overall decode rate, by overlapping the different
works of managing task dependencies and decoding tasks. Specifically, replicating
eORTs enables multiple dependencies to be recorded in parallel, whereas iTRS repli-
cation reduces the per-TRS load and distributes iTRS loads, and thereby increases the
overall processing rate of inter-iTRS communication.

At the start point of design space exploration (Phase I), it is assumed that there
are unlimited resources available for prototyping HTSS. Based on this assumption, a
design with a lot of number of components and a lot of number of memory entries is
used. With this configuration (referred as BigConf), the minimum number of workers
that provides maximum performance is determined for all the benchmarks. Then, using
the minimum number of workers, the minimum number of entries for each memory
and the minimum number of modules that allow to obtain this maximum performance
is determined. At the end of this phase, a design configuration which provides high
performance is obtained, called HPCConf. Using the results of Phase I (BigConf and
HPCConf), in Phase II, an HTSS with limited number of workers (i.e., 32 workers)
is explored. In Phase III, different aspects of HTSS are studied, compared to the
Parallelism and ZeroHTSS systems.

In the Parallelism system, an ideal design with any number of components and
memory entries, that provides the highest possible speed- up, is used. The goal of
this system is to show the performance of the system compared to different HTSS
configurations for a given application. The performance provided by the Parallelism
system does not depend on the number of workers or the number of HTSS components
and memory entries. It only depends on input trace and, in fact, the critical path of
an application limits the Parallelism system to provide infinite performance. Indeed,
Parallelism=T1/T∞ where T1 is the sequential time and T∞ is the time of the criti-
cal path in the parallel strategy supposing infinite resources. On the other hand, the
ZeroHTSS system is an HTSS with unlimited number of resources, where packets
are processed in each FSM of the component immediately (in zero cycles). Those
two ideal approximations, the Parallelism and the ZeroHTSS systems, will be used
to highlight the strength of the HTSS system and provide some insights for future
improvements.

4.2 Benchmarks

In order to evaluate the capabilities of the HTSS, a group of real applications has been
selected. All the applications can be obtained from the BSC Application Repository
(BAR) [5]. The applications have been annotated with OmpSs pragmas to determine
the tasks and their parameters. For every task, one pragma specifies the parameters
and their directions (i.e., input, output, and in-out). With this information, the source
code of the selected applications has been instrumented to generate the traces used as
input data to SimTSS. Here, the selected applications are shortly described:

Cholesky factorization The Cholesky factorization decomposes a symmetric, pos-
itive definite matrix A = LL ′, with L lower triangular. This distribution includes three
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different variants of the Cholesky decomposition. We have selected the llchol
variant which is the left-looking variant, as implemented by the routine DPOTRF() in
LAPACK.

LU factorization The LU factorization decomposes an m×n matrix (m should be
larger or equal n) A = L × U , with L unit lower triangular (m×n) and U upper
triangular (n×n).

SparseLU decomposition This application as the above one, performs an LU decom-
position, but over a square sparse matrix. The matrix is allocated by blocks of
contiguous memory.

Heat diffusion This is an implementation of an iterative solver for Heat distribution.
There are three user-selectable algorithms: Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and Red-Black. For
this work, the Gauss-Seidel method has been selected.

4.2.1 Traces descriptions

Table 3 presents the characteristics of the benchmark applications. It includes the
input configuration, number of tasks, and average of task sizes as well as maximum
and minimum task size for each benchmark. In addition, it presents average number
of parameters, average tasks distance, and sequential execution cycles.

Input configuration of the applications in Table 3 states the parameters that have
been chosen for running each application. It is important to mention that the con-
figuration has been selected for stressing HTSS system. Note that those are not the
best configurations to solve the problem in a sequential system, but generate several
small tasks issued as fast as possible. In other words, the configuration parameters of
the benchmarks were chosen trying to obtain executions that generate several short-
distant, fine-grained tasks. The execution time obtained for the given problem size
was not a concern in this point as the experiments try to measure the ability of the
hardware to manage tasks. The size of a task is measured as the number of cycles that
are used for executing it. This number directly depends on the amount of computa-
tion that should be carried out for each task. Task distance is the number of cycles

Table 3 Information of benchmark traces

Application Cholesky SparseLU Heat LU

Input configuration 100,2 64,8 256,32 256,1

Number of tasks 22100 11472 1025 32896

Average task size (in cycle) 778 9835 1116 1970

Max task size (in cycle) 84704 147148 3124 229924

Min task size (in cycle) 416 3344 24 488

Average number of parameters 2.88 2.90 4.996 2

Average task distance (in cycle) 31.06 139.06 39.63 24.78

Sequential execution cycles 19942850 114419887 1184928 65601061
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between the arrivals of two successive tasks. In the table, the average of tasks distance
is presented. Sequential execution cycles states the number of cycles required in the
sequential execution of each application.

Here, the different input configurations are described. Those configurations have
been selected in order to have large number of small tasks that are issued close to each
other. For Cholesky, 100 is the size of the matrix, and 2 is the size of the block.
Therefore the number of blocks is equal to 50. For SparseLU, the first number is the
number of blocks in each matrix dimension. In Table 3, the matrix has 64 × 64 blocks.
The second number of this application is the block size in each block dimension (8 ×
8 blocks in the table). For LU, the first number is the number of rows and columns of
the matrix (dimensions of the matrix) and second one is the number of columns in a
panel. In the case of Heat, the first number determines the matrix size and the second
one is the number of blocks in each matrix dimension.

The number of tasks and average of task sizes as well as maximum and minimum
task size for each benchmark are presented. We compute average tasks distance as
((initial time of last task—initial time of first task)/number of tasks). As average task
distance shows, compared to the average task sizes, the tasks are really close to each
other, especially for Cholesky, LU, and Heat applications. On the other hand, as
SparseLU operates on a sparse matrix, it has a greater number of cycles between
two successive tasks.

Finally, the sequential execution cycles number is a baseline number for comparing
results of SimTSS with. For SimTSS analysis, speed-up results are presented. Those
values of speed-up are obtained by comparing the sequential baseline execution of
an application to the simulation of the input trace of that application, with the same
application parameters (i.e., speed-up = sequential execution cycles/SimTSS execu-
tion cycles). Note that each task execution in the simulator lasts the same number of
cycles than the sequential task execution.

5 Design space exploration of HTSS

In this section, exploring the design space of the HTSS using the software simulator
(SimTSS) is presented. The main goal is to explore which amount of resources (i.e.,
number of iTRSs, number of eORTs, capacity of TM, VM, and DM, and also suitable
structure of DM) is necessary for exploiting emerging many-core designs. For this,
the results obtained from running the benchmarks on SimTSS are presented. Then, the
number are evaluated in order to find a suitable configuration of the HTSS prototype
for different performance configurations.

5.1 HTSS for high-performance computing systems

For determining the minimum number of workers, a very big configuration of the
HTSS system with a lot of resources is assumed. This configuration is called BigConf
that has 32 iTRSs, 32 eORTs, 16K capacity for all memory modules, and DM with
16 ways. For each configuration parameter, a large number is selected in such a way
that even if the value is halved the time results of the system remain the same. Using
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Fig. 5 Summary of speed-up of an HTSS with a lot of resources

BigConf, the number of workers that provide maximum speed-up can be determined.
To do this, first, the minimum number of workers that provides the highest speed-up for
each benchmark is found, and then the maximum number across all the applications
is selected.

Figure 5 presents the speed-up (Y -axis) obtained executing the traces of the four
benchmark applications on SimTSS with a lot of resources for different number of
workers (X-axis). As the figure shows, the speed-up increases by increasing the number
of workers. Of course, the diagrams become flatten when we reach a certain number
of workers; this number is 64 for Cholesky, 256 for SparseLU, 32 for Heat,
and 128 for LU. Therefore, 256 workers (processors) are enough for an HTSS system
suitable for task scheduling of HPC applications.

SparseLU provides the highest speed-up compared to the other selected applica-
tions, because it has more than ten thousands big tasks which are more or less far from
each other. Moreover, sequential execution of SparseLU takes a large number of
cycles. But, since SparseLU works on sparse matrices, it has the highest potential of
parallel execution on many-core systems with high performance among other selected
applications.

Heat has few numbers of tasks, with five parameters in average for each task. The
tasks are small and close to each other. Every 255 consumers in Heat are related to
one producer, this matter causes restrictions for parallel execution of this application.
In addition, the serial section of Heat that limits parallel execution is considerable.
Hence, we have got the least speed-up for Heat in all of our experiences for these four
benchmark applications.

Compared to the other selected applications, LU has a lot of small tasks. Parallel
execution time of LU is almost one third of its sequential execution; but, because
of data dependency of small tasks having small average task distance, its speed-up
diagram is flattening when more than 128 cores are available.

Cholesly has the smallest task size, and its tasks are much closed to each other.
In this application, there are several nested loops. On the other hand, data dependency
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Fig. 6 Speed-up obtained as a function of the number of TM entries

of consecutive tasks and also existence different kinds of tasks with different sizes
are usual in this application. Therefore, a lot of restrictions in parallel extraction are
yielded although there are unlimited resources available.

Once the minimum number of workers is determined, we have to reduce the amount
of resources which has been allocated to BigConf while maintaining the performance.
Considering 256 workers and only one iTRS, we have changed number of TM entries
in order to find the minimum TM entries that provides highest performance. All the
other parameters are the same as in the BigConf configuration. The results are shown
in Fig. 6 (Y -axis shows the speed-up over the sequential execution, and X-axis is the
number of TM entries). For the selected traces, 1024 TM entries (the same as number
of in-flight tasks) seem enough when the system has only one iTRS. But comparing
to values of speed-up observed in Fig. 5, we have obtained less values of speed-up,
particularly for Cholesky benchmark. This happens because of having only one
iTRS module in the system. Regardless of the TM size, the time that iTRS uses to
process the tasks may become the bottleneck of the system. That can be solved by
increasing the number of modules of HTSS, hiding the latency of iTRS processes, and
distributing 1024 TM entries over them.

Figure 7 shows how changing the number of iTRSs and its memory size influences
the number of cycles for the applications. As it can be seen, the optimum design point
is to have eight iTRS modules with the capacity to store 128 tasks each (or even
eight iTRSs with 512 TM entries), for the Cholesky benchmark. However, that
configuration is only ideal for the specific case of Cholesky and presents serious
drawbacks from the hardware resources point of view: eight iTRS modules represent
a large interconnection network and, furthermore, 4K in-flight tasks demand roughly
240KBytes of memory storage for the tasks and more space in the other memories that
should be scaled accordingly. Considering both the results of Figs. 6 and 7 for all the
benchmarks and the hardware resources requirements of an eight-TRS configuration,
the selected prototype has been limited to four iTRSs with a 256-entry TM each,
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Fig. 7 Speed-up as a function of the number of iTRSs and TM entries

reducing the interconnection network and memory requirements, while guaranteeing
high speed-up.

After selecting iTRS modules configuration, the next step is to select a good eORT
modules configuration. This work is more difficult as the eORT module is more com-
plex with two different memories and its effect on the system performance is not so
obvious. As explained before, the eORT modules keep track of the dependency chain
and to do so, they have to store both all the dependencies (parameters) of all the tasks
in the DM and all the versions of those dependencies (the different values that the
dependency can have due to the different in-flight tasks that produce this value) in the
VM.

Like TM, VM is used in an indexed way, so, any value can be stored in any entry
with direct memory access. Figure 8 shows the speed-up obtained for each benchmark
when the number of VM entries is varied and we have only one eORT module. As it can
be seen in the figure, the Cholesky application is, as in the case of the TM, the most
demanding one, needing 4096 entries in the VM to achieve the peak performance.

Considering that number of VM entries, we show in Fig. 9 how changing the
number of eORT modules affects the speed-up when the total number of VM entries
is maintained constant and the DM is kept at its large value. In particular, it can be
observed that four eORTs with 1024 VM entries each (for a total of 4096 versions)
achieves the upper limit of the performance.

DM has been designed as a set-associative memory and is more complex than TM
and VM, so, it is the key element in eORT module. When a parameter enters the
system, it should efficiently find if the parameter is new or not, and update its meta-
data correspondingly. However, the DM is not a cache and when a block in the DM
is full, the system cannot replace and flush the existing entry. Instead, it should stall
and wait until the parameter that uses the same entry is no longer alive. The reason
is that the addresses of parameters are unrelated because of the data alignment in the
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Fig. 9 Speed-up obtained as a function of the number of eORT modules

application tasks. Therefore, when storing them in the corresponding DM, several
consecutive parameters may be stored in the same entry of DM. As the DM cannot
discard entries, until the previous parameter is deleted from the pipeline when all the
tasks that use it finishes the requester parameter(s) and its tasks have to wait. This
may cause large stalls if DM is implemented as a direct-mapped memory or if the
hash function does not appropriately randomize the addresses of the parameters. For
this reason, an associative memory, and a more complex hash function (Pearson-like
hash [27]) than the usual (address less significant bits—LSB hash in Fig. 10) is used
to select the set.

Figure 10 shows the effect of the Pearson-like hash function on the speed-up
obtained as a function of the number of DM entries comparing to LSB-hash func-
tion. As it can be seen, the Pearson-like hash function has better speed-up for all the
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Fig. 10 Speed-up obtained as a function of the DM entries with LSB and Pearson-like hash

cases or, from another point of view, allows the system to obtain the same results
with a smaller number of DM entries. While the LSB-hash function only uses the less
significant bits of parameter addresses to distribute them between eORTs and in the
DM memory, Pearson-like hash function improves the distributions. The rest of the
results presented in this section uses the improved hash. Figure 10 also shows that 32
entries (with 16-way set associative each) for DM is enough to obtain the upper limit
performance for the studied benchmarks.

Selecting memory associativity is also a key for the performance. The ideal would
be having a full associative DM, but this is not possible in a real environment. In
SimTSS, we can configure DM with different number of ways. Therefore, the effect
of having different associativities with the Pearson-like hash has been studied and it is
shown in Fig. 11. This figure shows that using a larger number of ways results in only
a little higher speed-up maintaining the total amount of memory, but with much more
hardware resources and a more complex DM structure. Hence, a four-way structure
seems fine to provide good performance results with reasonable amount of hardware
usage. It is noticeable that the DM structure is the main difference between HTSS and
Picos. HTSS will utilize less logic than Picos [34] because of its smaller and simpler
set-associative memory unit.

In conclusion, the proposed configuration for an HTSS design is composed by ten
modules: one GW, four iTRSs, four eORTs, and one TS unit. Each iTRS has a 256-entry
TM. Each eORT has 2 memory units: the VM is an indexed array of 512 entries while
the DM is a four-way set-associative memory with 128 entries. This configuration is
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Fig. 11 Speed-up obtained as a function of the associativity of the DM

an HPC configuration of HTSS (called HPCConf) that provides maximum speed-up
while utilizing a minimum amount of resources for up to 256 workers.

It should be mentioned that both HTSS and Picos have improved gateway (iGW)
and improved TRSs (iTRSs), so they act very similar in values of speed-ups obtained
from the similar experiences in design space exploration except for DM parameters.
In HTSS, DM is a four-way set-associative memory, while Picos has an eight-way
set-associative DM, hence, HTSS DM utilizes almost half of memory modules of
dependence memory of Picos. In addition, the control unit of DM in HTSS is simpler
than that of Picos. This is the main difference between Picos and HTSS architectures.

In addition, we have improved network configuration of HTSS by reducing its
utilized hardware resources, so it has less logic in communication network than Picos.
Albeit, this improvement has not considerably affected the network level (i.e., number
of FIFOs and arbiters in critical path between the main components in both system
is the same), therefore there is no reduction in communication latency and obtained
speed-up in HTSS compared to Picos.

5.2 HTSS design with limited workers

In this section, HTSS is analyzed with a more limited number of workers to evaluate
the results obtained from the previous section, and find a suitable configuration for
smaller systems like the ones that can be found nowadays. For this, it is assumed that
the selected design has only 32 available workers and an HTSS with four iTRSs and
four eORTs. The goal is to repeat the study of the effect of different memory sizes on
performance but with limited resources in order to find out the minimum number of
memory entries for an HTSS configuration for current parallel systems.

Figure 12 shows the effect of different number of TM entries on performance when
there are 32 workers, four iTRSs, and four eORTs. In particular, it can be seen that
256 entries are enough for TM of each iTRS when it is used in conjunction with a 64-
element four-way DMs with Pearson-like hash in each eORT. Figures 13 and 14 show
the same study varying the number of VM and DM entries, respectively. Both figures
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Fig. 12 Effect of different number of TM entries on the performance of an HTSS with 32 workers
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Fig. 13 Effect of different number of VM entries on the performance of an HTSS with 32 workers

show eORT memories effect on the performance of HTSS with only 32 processors.
Results in Fig. 13 indicate that 512 entries should be selected, as a good size versus
performance trade-off for VM entries. This is also the same number of VM entries
that was found in the previous study in Sect. 5.1. In the case of Fig. 14, it can be seen
that a 64-element four-way DM with Pearson-like hash is enough for each eORT, also
as found in previous analysis in Sect. 5.1. As a result, the best configuration for using
HTSS with a current system (with up to 32 cores) is four iTRSs with 256 entries for
TM, and four eORTs with 512 VM entries and 128 DM entries for four-way DMs
with improved hash. This architecture is able to store up to 1024 in-flight tasks in
iTRSs, 2048 versions, and 2048 parameters in eORTs. Note that the total sizes of the
memories depend on the word-size of each memory.

The results show that the same hardware is necessary to manage 256 or 32 workers.
Although this result seems counter intuitive, it is due to the fact that memory sizes
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Fig. 14 Effect of different number of DM entries on the performance of an HTSS with 32 workers

are necessary to discover enough parallelism in the applications while the number of
modules is necessary to keep pace with the task issue rate. Both factors depend mainly
on the applications, not on the available number of workers. However, it can be seen
in Figs. 12, 13, and 14 that with 32 workers the system gets a maximum speed-up of
about 27×, while for 256 workers, a speed-up up to 56x can be obtained.

6 Results of the design space exploration

In this section, the selected different configurations of HTSS: HPCConf, MinConf, and
BigConf are evaluated. MinConf is an HTSS with minimum resources (i.e., one iTRS
and one eORT) for small many-core systems with eight workers which is similar
to MinConf of Picos [34]. In this article, we ignore the explanation of analysis on
MinConf.

To obtain a good idea of how well the proposed final systems behave, they have
been evaluated with a different number of processors comparing the obtained values
of speed-up to two control configurations: Parallelism and ZeroHTSS systems (see
Sect. 4). For each of the benchmarks, Fig. 15 shows the maximum speed-up that can
be obtained with the chosen parallelization strategy of each benchmark. Figure 15
also shows the results that would be obtained with an HTSS that uses zero cycles
to process any packet (ZeroHTSS), the results obtained from BigConf, the HTSS for
high performance computing systems (HPCConf), and the minimum configuration of
HTSS (MinConf).

As it can be observed in Fig. 15, HPCConf performance is almost the same as
ZeroHTSS system for all the benchmarks. Only for Cholesky a small slow-down
can be appreciated as a trade-off of downsizing the resources. Also for systems with
a small number of processors (up to eight), MinConf is able to keep pace and so, it
would be enough and affordable to be implemented in embedded systems.

Comparing the results shown in Fig. 15 to the Parallelism configuration, it can be
seen that the implementable HTSS can extract all the possible parallelism for three of
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Fig. 15 Speed-ups obtained for different number of workers of the Parallelism, ZeroTSS, BigConf, HPC-
Conf, and MinConf configurations

the four benchmarks once a certain number of workers is reached. The only exception
is for the LU application which can obtain the maximum speed-up with the ZeroHTSS
implementation, but not with HPCConf or even with the BigConf. The difference in
performance here is due to the large dependency chains of consumers (255 for each
producer) that the LU application creates. Awakening 255 consumers means creating
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a sequential chain of 255 packets between iTRSs and, consequently, when the last
consumer is awakened several cycles have been wasted. To improve this, it can be
proposed a system that simply creates a new version of a parameter when several
consumers are detected. This new version awakens at the same time as the original
one and splits the chain of packets into two different and parallel chains. However, this
improvement has not been implemented as with more realistic task sizes this behavior
will disappear by the longer task execution times.

7 Related work

Different dynamic software task management systems such as runtime systems have
been proposed to overcome the problems of static task management systems. In partic-
ular, task-based dataflow programming models automate data dependency and solve
the synchronization problem of static task management systems. Main examples of
this class are StarSs family [3,4,28] (including OmpSs [6,8]), OoOJava [12,13], JADE
[18,29–31], and OpenMP 4.0 [25]. These models try to support dynamic task creation
and scheduling with a simple programming model [4]. However, their flexibility comes
at the cost of a rather laborious task management that should be done at runtime [2].
The cost of that potentially huge task management affects the scalability and perfor-
mance of such systems, and limits their functionality to applications with a lot of
tasks.

The main purpose of a hardware task scheduler is accelerating the task manage-
ment. The parallel program will continue calling the programming model software
runtime, but this will subministrate the task dependency information to the hardware
task scheduler. The hardware scheduler will gradually and efficiently create the task
dependency graph while preparing the ready tasks for execution on the cores.

Some hardware support solutions for task scheduling [7,11,17,19,22,26,33] have
been proposed to speed-up the task management but most of them only schedule inde-
pendent tasks, leaving it to the programmer to deliver tasks at the appropriate time.
Several research studies evaluated hardware task queues [11,17]. In these studies,
task submission to a particular core is accelerated by hardware task queues, replacing
software data structures and leveraging the corresponding synchronization overhead.
However, in most of the cases, inter-task synchronization is still performed in software.
Saez et al. [32] describe a hardware scheduler accelerator that combines scheduling of
soft and hard real-time jobs on an uni-processor. In contrast, Al-Kadi and Terechoko
[1] propose a video scheduler that tackles the task scheduling problem for a multi-
core, involving complex task-to-core mapping. Furthermore, their task scheduler can
create task dependency graphs. Other architectures, such as NVIDIA Tesla [19], are
also known to provide hardware acceleration for task scheduling of independent tasks.
Sjalander et al. [33] propose a programmable task management unit (TMU) acceler-
ates task creation and synchronization in hardware. TMU runs a look-ahead program
preparing tasks that will become ready in a short while. However, for fine-grain tasks
executing for a few tens of cycles, it is needed a faster task scheduling. In order to
achieve lower overhead, in this work it is designed as a dedicated hardware task sched-
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uler to efficiently manage the task creation, scheduling, mapping, and synchronization
of the tasks.

Dynamic scheduling for system-on-chip (SoC) with dynamically reconfigurable
architectures is interesting for the emerging range of applications with dynamic behav-
ior such as the work of Noguera and Badia [23,24]. Kalra and Lyseeky [14] addressed
the relationship between the several hardware task scheduling algorithms and their
impact on the number of reconfigurations required to execute.

TSS architecture [9,10] has been designed as a hardware support for the OmpSs
programming model [8] for scheduling all dependent and independent tasks. Unlike
Noguera’s work, the task dependency graph is dynamically created and maintained
using runtime data flow information, therefore increasing the range of applications that
can be parallelized. The TSS architecture provides coarse-grain parallelism manage-
ment through a dynamic dataflow execution model. In addition, it supports imperative
programming on large-scale CMPs without any fundamental changes to the micro-
architecture. Based on TSS, we have designed different versions of hardware Task
Superscalar [36,37]. Evaluation of hardware design of Task Superscalar compared to
Nanos++ runtime system has been presented in [34].

Nexus++ [20,21] is another hardware task management system designed based on
StarSs that is implemented in a basic SystemC simulator. Both designs leverage the
work of dynamically scheduling tasks with a real-time data dependence analysis while
maintaining the programmability, generality, and easiness of use of the programming
model.

8 Conclusions

The goal of this article was to propose a hardware design of the TSS architecture, a
hybrid dataflow task scheduler proposed to accelerate the execution of applications
annotated with the OmpSs programming model. To this end, once the potential benefits
of a hardware task manager have been discussed, the operational flow of final HTSS
architecture has been presented. This architecture is a new and more realistic hard-
ware implementation of TSS that significantly reduces processing time and hardware
resource usage over the initial proposal. Components of the HTSS have been coded in
VHDL in order to obtain real-time constraints of such system for latency exploration.
Based on the VHDL implementation of HTSS modules, a cycle-accurate software
simulator has been developed in order to further improve HTSS design by detecting
and correcting the system bottlenecks and perform a full design space exploration of
a real and full hardware prototype.

As a result of this article, a realistic and implementable hardware prototype of an
HTSS consisting of 10 modules (one gateway, four dependency chain trackers, four
task reservation stations, and one scheduler) has been proposed. The proposed design
has demonstrated its ability to deal with systems that manage up to 256 processors
with a set of real benchmarks. The results show that the final HTSS system can obtain
values of speed-up closer to the maximum of the parallelization strategy of the analyzed
applications (up to 100× in the tests) using a reasonable amount of memory (less than
100 KB).
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